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Exploring George Whitefield’s outdoor preaching ministry 
and his impact on the development of modern Evangelicalism 

 
Abstract 

 
George Whitefield’s decision to preach outdoors profoundly affected 

eighteenth century religious life and he is regarded as one of the greatest 

evangelists in Church history and a major contributor to the development of 

modern Evangelicalism. In this exploration I hope to appreciate something more 

of my own ecclesial identity and ascertain what Evangelicalism can learn from 

Whitefield’s distinctive evangelism.  

 
1. Introduction 
 
A core aspect of this paper is to study Whitefield’s influence on modern 

Evangelicalism which, for the purpose of this paper, is defined as being from the 

nineteenth century (2nd and 3rd generation) to present day. Furthermore, my 

analysis does not focus exclusively on British Evangelicalism, as Whitefield’s 

actions “would shape the entire future of the Evangelical Awakening, both in 

Britain and America”.1 Whitefield was an innovator of transcontinental 

Evangelicalism and my rationale is that as trends emerge on either side of the 

Atlantic they seem to shape each other. This paper therefore:- 

 
 Describes early influences upon Whitefield and significant factors 

which contributed to his outdoor ministry.  
 
 Briefly considers the historical and religious landscape which, as a 

leader of the Revival, Whitefield would recreate. 
 
 Offers an analysis of Whitefield’s contribution to present-day 

Evangelical identity by considering various aspects of the 
movement through its development and Whitefield’s formative 
influence in regard to them.  

 

                                                
1 J. H. Armstrong, Five Great Evangelists, (Fearn: Christian Focus Publications, 1997), p. 33. 
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 2. Major early influences upon Whitefield 
 

His Mother 
 

George Whitefield, the youngest of seven children,2 was born in Gloucester, 

1714.3 His father died when he was just two years old and unsurprisingly his 

mother Elizabeth had a profound influence on him. Stout sees Whitefield’s 

“determined ambition to be ‘somebody’ in the cause of Christ,” as a direct 

consequence of his mother’s influence.4 Whitefield, as he sought to follow 

Christ, would support this claim writing of how his mother’s expectations were 

“often of service to me in exciting my endeavours to make good my mother’s 

hopes”.5   

 
Treading the boards 

 
It was during Whitefield’s time at grammar school that another significant 

influence on his formation emerged. His strong abilities in elocution, acting and 

dialogue memorisation were recognised and developed here. Actually, his 

abilities were so astounding that he was often given lead roles and his tutor 

wrote plays specifically for him.6 Whitefield writes of his love for “reading plays” 

being such that he even avoided school “for days together” to prepare himself 

for acting.7  Armstrong appropriately describes Whitefield’s “exposure to drama 

and the stage” as an event of “striking providence”.8  Although later, he became 

an unrelenting opponent of the theatre and would renounce this passion as 

“devil-inspired folly,”9 the outworking of his dramatic gifting and the lessons he 

learned about movement, gesture and voice would be clearly evidenced in his 

                                                
2 H. S. Stout, “Heavenly Comet”, Christian History, Issue 38, (Vol. XII, No. 2), p. 9. 
3 G. Whitefield, George Whitefield’s Journals, (Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 1960), p. 37.   
4 H. S. Stout, The Divine Dramatist, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), p. 2, 14.  
5 Whitefield, p. 37. 
6 Stout, Dramatist, p. 6. 
7 Whitefield, p. 39. 
8 Armstrong, p. 20. 
9 Stout, “Heavenly Comet”, p. 9. 
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open-air ministry.10   

 
The Bell Inn 

 
Managed by his mother, the inn was a very significant time for young 

Whitefield who for a period worked there.11 Kellner accurately comments how 

he was exposed “to the full cast of life’s characters” and Dallimore elaborates 

how his work “enabled him to know people and life”,12 as it gave him a precious 

opportunity to serve and experience and “win the favour of people different from 

himself”.13  

 
His call to ministry and the Holy Club 

   
Around eighteen, Whitefield began to think more seriously about his future and 

family circumstances persuaded him to return to education and apply for an 

Oxford scholarship.14 During this time, his sense of call to the Church flourished 

and several spiritual experiences confirmed this. He records of an episode 

when “a very strong impression was made upon my heart that I should 

preach”.15 His university studies began in 1732 and, as a student, Whitefield 

was inspired by the writings of pietist William Law.16 Significantly, at Oxford he 

met Charles and John Wesley who invited him to join the “Holy Club” – a group 

which followed Law’s teachings and strove towards consecrated living and a 

more experiential faith.17 Whitefield enthusiastically participated in all the 

group’s activities, living an extremely disciplined life.18   

                                                
10 G. A. Kellner, “The Innovative Awakener: George Whitefield and the Growth of the Evangelical 
Revival”, accessed at http://www.ag.org/enrichmentjournal/199704/078_whitefield.cfm, on 23rd March, 
2006. 
11 Whitefield, p. 40.  
12 A. Dallimore, George Whitefield: Volume 1, (Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 1975), p. 56.  
13 Kellner. 
14 Whitefield, pp. 40 – 41; also Kellner. 
15 Whitefield, pp. 41 – 44.  
16 Armstrong, p. 20.  
17 Kellner.  
18 Whitefield, pp. 47 - 48. 
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The New Birth 
 

Whitefield’s spiritual development was partly aided by Henry Scougal’s The 

Life of God in the Soul of Man. Scougal explained how true Christianity was not 

about doing good works; rather it is having Christ within one’s heart19 and 

Whitefield believed that God was showing him that he must be born again.20 His 

conversion, a moment of “joy unspeakable” at knowing forgiveness of sin and 

assurance of faith,21 caused him to redefine the nature of salvation, the 

meaning of the Church and his own mission in life.22 Promoting this New Birth 

experience would become what Stout succinctly calls his “career goal.” He 

graduated and was ordained as a deacon in the Church of England23 in 1736.  

 
3. Overview of the religious landscape of Whitefield’s era 
 
Before his voice “startled England like a trumpet blast”24 it is necessary to 

appreciate the ecclesiastical context of the eighteenth century. The period of 

1714 to 1760 was relatively stable in terms of politics and ecclesiastical life.25 

Britain’s population was primarily rural, although urban migration into towns was 

increasing26 and the beginning of the industrial revolution could be seen in 

places. This led to social instability resulting in poverty, vagrancy, drunkenness, 

prostitution and crime,27 a situation which was uncontrollable by the Church’s 

Society for the Reformation of Manners.28 Following the Toleration Act (1689), 

Non-conformists had greater freedom and participation in society. These 

                                                
19 J. Pollock, Whitefield: The Evangelist, (Eastbourne: Kingsway, 2000), pp. 18 - 19. 
20 Dallimore, pp. 73 - 75. 
21 Whitefield, p. 58; also Dallimore, p. 77.  
22 Kellner.  
23 Stout, Dramatist, pp. 28 – 29. 
24 Armstrong, p. 2.  
25 K. Hylson-Smith, Evangelicals in the Church of England 1734-1984, (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1989), 
p. 1ff. 
26 M. Noll, Turning Points, (Leicester: IVP, 1997), p. 236. 
27 Dallimore, p. 25.  
28 D. Rosman, The Evolution of the English Churches 1500-2000, (Cambridge: University Press, 2003), p. 
147. 
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religious descendants of the Puritan movement were seen as attractive 

opposition to the merely formal religion of the Church of England, but they were 

now in decline,29 as Christian beliefs, values and ethics were slowly being 

eroded by Unitarianism, deism, rationalistic philosophies and religious 

indifferences. These facets of the Enlightenment helped to create a secular 

society in which religion became a purely personal and voluntary choice.30  

 
Noll comments on the serious difficulties faced by the Church of England in 

attending spiritual needs at this time (i.e. the Anglican Latitudinarian stress on 

human works) as being significant for later Evangelical developments in 

preparing the ground for a more emotionally satisfying Christianity.31 Earlier 

Puritan themes on conversionism and personal godliness were “rediscovered” 

by New Birth evangelicals. Furthermore, the flourishing of voluntary religious 

societies which aimed to promote personal piety and charitable works were 

significant to Evangelicalism. By 1730, over a hundred societies were 

established in London alone.32 Dallimore and Noll both consider the activism of 

the SPCK (Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge) and SPG (Society for 

the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts) as “the cradle of Revival” and 

vital to understanding Whitefield’s preaching ministry. The “apostle of the 

England Empire” crossed the Atlantic thirteen times and along with other 

colonial evangelical leaders brought the awakening to America.33 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
29 M. Mullet, “Radical Sects and  Dissenting Churches, 1600-1750”, S. Gilley, W. Sheils (eds.), History 
of Religion in Britain, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994), pp. 209 - 210. 
30 Hylson-Smith, p. 2f. 
31 M. Noll, The Rise of Evangelicalism, (Leicester: IVP, 2004), p. 35, 36ff.  
32 Dallimore, p. 29. 
33 Dallimore, p. 29ff; also Noll, Rise, p. 60f. 
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4. Factors which led Whitefield to preach outdoors  
 

His popular preaching style 
 

Following Whitefield’s very first post ordination sermon (which was of such 

fervour that a complaint was made to the bishop that he driven people mad!) his 

gifting as a preacher was evident to all.34 Further experiences seemed to 

confirm that Whitefield, finding little satisfaction in routine parish ministry, 

belonged on a larger stage.35 However, he would not engage in open-air 

preaching, an activity perceptively described by Noll as “very important for the 

whole history of Christianity,”36 until his return from Georgia in 1739. Although 

absent, his popularity in England thrived. This was partly to do with the 

publishing of his sermons and support from evangelical societies which 

distributed them. He also learnt to use the press effectively for valuable 

publicity.37 Whitefield’s preaching style embraced the basic Evangelical 

characteristics - especially conversionism, the belief that lives needed to be 

changed; activism, the expression of the gospel in effort; biblicism, a high 

regard for the Bible; and crucicentrism, a stress on Christ’s sacrifice on the 

cross.38 Finally, his easy and adaptable manner (particularly noticed during his 

period at the Bell), vivid colloquial phrases and familiar analogies which packed 

his sermons meant that many were so eager to hear his powerful preaching that 

on occasions thousands had to be turned away.39 Whitefield mentions at this 

time how his “popularity…began to run very high”.40   

 

                                                
34 A. Pollard, “George Whitefield”, The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, (Exeter: 
Paternoster, 1974), p. 1043.  
35 Kellner. 
36 Noll, Turning, p.  223. 
37 Stout, Dramatist, p. 44. 
38 D. W. Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A history from the 1730s to the 1980s, (London: 
Routledge, [1989], 2002), pp. 2 – 3.  
39 W. L. Duewel, Revival Fire, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1995), p. 56; also Kellner.  
40 Whitefield, p. 89. 
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Growing opposition 
 
As Whitefield continued to preach in crowded buildings, sometimes with large 

crowds outside, he started thinking more about “preaching without doors”.41 

Despite his increased popularity, “opposition increased also,” with most of the 

Anglican clergy in opposition to his ministry that many pulpits were closed to 

him.42 This was caused partly by some of his critical comments of other clergy 

over theological issues. Furthermore, parish clergymen saw Whitefield as a 

competitor, building his own popularity at their expense. Their congregations 

preferred his services and preaching. Likewise, they favoured giving generously 

to the worthy causes Whitefield highlighted, rather than the parish offerings. 

According to Stout, this resistance meant that he certainly needed to find a new 

opening for ministry.43 I agree, along with Kellner, that clerical opposition 

caused Whitefield to “abandon the traditional venue of the pulpit” moving his 

preaching “from the church to the marketplace…open fields and coal mines”,44 

but add the idea did not originate with him. Although, “field preaching opened up 

prospects which moved him to the depths of his being”,45 Whitefield was 

undoubtedly influenced by Howell Harris who had been preaching outdoors 

since 1735. Stout further notes that Whitefield would seek and receive a 

confirmation of his own sense of call to do likewise through Harris’s 

correspondence and friendship.46    

 

 

 

                                                
41 Whitefield, p. 200. 
42 Whitefield, p. 89.  
43 Stout, Dramatist, p. 46, 67. 
44 Kellner. 
45 Dallimore, p. 249. 
46 Stout, Dramatist, pp. 67 - 70. 
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5. Exploration and analysis 
 

A new message, an uncommon concept 
 

Whitefield’s open-air ministry began in February 1739, in Kingswood, Bristol 

where he preached to about two hundred miners. They were illiterate, violent, 

immoral men who were among the despised of society.47 Yet the 

compassionate Whitefield writes how his “bowels had long since yearned for the 

poor colliers”.48 Eventually, crowds of around ten thousand would assemble to 

listen to him.49 He sensed God’s approval on his work, evidenced by the 

conversion of many colliers50 and writes of being “thoroughly persuaded” that 

his outdoor preaching was pleasing to God.51 Whitefield passionately preached 

a simple message and did not include a great deal of theology or doctrine in his 

sermons. Kellner mentions that Whitefield’s flair for performance regularly saw 

his preaching become a dramatic visual event, appealing to the emotions rather 

than to the mind.52 He wanted people to experience that which he had 

experienced, namely the New Birth which features in some way in almost all his 

sermons.53 He preached throughout England, Wales and Scotland, winning the 

prominent support of many aristocrats such as the Countess of Huntingdon.54 

Additionally, his preaching in America verifies that denominational affinities and 

race were also unimportant to Whitefield. At Philadelphia, he preached to all, 

whether they were magistrates or Negro slaves.  It was also here that Benjamin 

Franklin first heard him preach and became a very influential promoter of 

Evangelicalism.55 

                                                
47 Pollock, pp. 89 - 90. 
48 Whitefield, p. 216. 
49 Whitefield, pp. 220 - 223. 
50 Dallimore, p. 268. 
51 Whitefield, p. 227. 
52 Kellner.  
53 Stout, Dramatist, pp. 37 - 8. 
54 Armstrong, p. 35. 
55 Stout, Dramatist, pp. 96 - 8. 
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A new preaching strategy 
 

The assembling of these crowds was not left to chance. On the contrary, 

Whitefield knew publicity was crucial. To this end, the publishing of pamphlets, 

his own magazine The Weekly History and sermons along with his ability to use 

the press for advertising and endorsements were extremely important – 

something Kellner refers to as his “print and preach” strategy.56 William Seward 

managed Whitefield’s high-visibility in the press and the advertising of future 

outdoor meetings. He successfully aroused the interest of press, public and 

churches in places before Whitefield’s arrival, therefore almost guaranteeing his 

popularity.57 Franklin is another noteworthy example. As a printer, he saw 

Whitefield as important news in the “Pennsylvania Gazette” for many years.  

Usefully, his newspaper reports included Whitefield’s weekly itinerary.58 

Moreover, Whitefield recognised that his ministry would need financing and 

being so passionately devoted to revival never hesitated to ask for money.59  

 
Immediate consequences for Evangelicalism 

 
As Stout correctly notes, it was Whitefield who “showed how religion could be 

popular”60 and the immediate consequences of Whitefield’s outdoor preaching 

are summarised well by Armstrong, as “multitudes of new souls were born from 

above” through his “faithful evangelistic efforts”61 and Ryle who concludes that 

“no preacher has ever retained his hold on his hearers so entirely as he did for 

thirty-four years”.62 Kellner elaborates that because of his personal contacts 

Whitefield created an international movement and his contribution to the British 

                                                
56 Kellner.  
57 F. Lambert, “Pedlar in Divinity” George Whitefield and the Transatlantic Revivals, (Woodstock: 
Princeton University Press, reprinted 2003), pp. 52 - 57. 
58 Lambert, pp. 103 - 106. 
59 Kellner.  
60 Stout, Dramatist, p. 66. 
61 Armstrong, p. 56. 
62 J. C. Ryle q.v. in Pollard, “George Whitefield”, p. 1044.  
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“Evangelical Awakening” and the American “Great Awakening” not only 

invigorated religious life, it also facilitated the development of Evangelicalism.63 

 
The development of Charismatic leadership  

 
I agree with Noll that Whitefield was essentially the first evangelical 

“celebrity”64 and that modern Evangelicalism has been marked by the presence 

of charismatic leaders. For example, thousands would come to hear Charles 

Haddon Spurgeon, a nineteenth century reflection of Whitefield, preach in the 

open-air to the common people in their own language and in a way that 

captivated their interest that his congregation grew to become the largest 

evangelical church in the world.65 Historically, I would also argue that significant 

evangelicals like Charles Finney, Dwight L. Moody, Billy Sunday, Billy Graham, 

Pat Robertson, Rob Parsons, James Dobson, Nicky Gumbel et.al, with their 

testimonials, sermons, journals, books and dramatic gifts, can all trace their 

lineage to Whitefield. Moreover, these aforementioned mass evangelists have 

been leaders, often with more influence than many denominations or theological 

schools. For example, the incredible success of Gumbel’s Alpha proves this. 

Figures reveal between 1993 – 2001 more than 5.1 million people worldwide 

attended the course.66 Lastly, Dobson’s organisation Focus on the Family has 

grown so large that it has actually been allocated its own postal code.67  

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
63 Kellner.  
64 M. Noll, “Father of Modern Evangelicals?” in Christian History (Issue 38), p. 44. 
65 L. A. Drummond, “The Secrets of Spurgeon’s Preaching”, accessed at 
http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2005/122/52.0.html, on 20th March, 2006. 
66 Statistics available at Alpha website accessed at http://www.alphacourse.org, on 28th March, 2006. 
67 R. Levine., “Focus on the Family”, Media Transparency: The Money Behind The Media, accessed at 
http://www.mediatransparency.org/search results/info on any_ recipient.php?116, on 12th March, 2006. 
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The message of New Birth 
 

Whitefield’s success and status was due not only to his stage presence, 

unorthodox and dramatic presentation, but also to his populist frame of mind 

which sought to simplify religious essentials in such a way as to give them mass 

appeal. Whitefield’s New Birth message, despite his personal Calvinist 

theology, transcended theological and ecclesiastical sectarianism and was 

therefore highly flexible and able to be exploited as the situation demanded. As 

Moody later pointed out, his message was not about a creed, dogma or doctrine 

but about a person.68 The New Birth became an individualised and subjective 

event, which was no longer bound up with the local community or corporate 

spirituality69 and this experience became the basic concept of the revivalism 

that defined Anglo-American Evangelicalism, as illustrated by the title of Billy 

Graham’s book How to be Born Again.70 The revivalism which developed from 

Whitefield’s ministry allowed people to choose a subjective experience of 

salvation without having to choose a theology, institution, community or creed. 

Alternatively, the message was flexible enough to be attached to a certain world 

view or cultural group. I believe this was highly significant during the 

Charismatic Renewal of the 1960s, as in the society increasingly defined by the 

norms of democratic individualism, such a message ensured one’s voice was 

heard71 and as Bebbington states “the confidence of Evangelicals had its roots 

in the inward persuasion that God was on their side”.72 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                
68 J. Terry, Evangelism: A Concise History, (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1994), p. 151. 
69 Stout, Dramatist, p. xx. 
70 B. Graham, How To Be Born Again, (Waco: Word, 1977). 
71 M. Noll, The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind, (Leicester: IVP, 1994), p. 62. 
72 Bebbington, p. 11.  
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Evangelism and the media  
 

How right Hodgson is in saying that:-  

Theology requires a continual process of interpretation that 
constructs new visions of Christian faith and practice from resources 
provided by Scripture, tradition, reason, and experience in the 
context of contemporary cultural challenges.73 
 

Whitefield understood the relative challenge he faced and the need to 

communicate publicly outdoors. He popularised the idea of preaching the 

gospel to the common people, often seeking to evoke an emotional response,74 

both orally and through the media. I would argue that the most influential and 

visible evangelicals throughout the movement’s development are those who 

followed his precedent in exploiting the technology and seeking to make full use 

of the publicity techniques available to them. For example, Finney posted flyers 

into houses, placed advertisements in local newspapers and engaged in door-

to-door visitation in order to publicise his meetings. When he was criticised for 

his unorthodox evangelistic practices at his meetings during the 1826 Utica 

revival, his close supporter Samuel Aitken sought to justify Finney’s methods by 

appealing to the precedent set by Whitefield.75 Later, Moody appointed a 

steering committee in order to take charge of publicity and visitation.76 In the 

early twentieth century, Billy Sunday employed a public relations firm known as 

the “Sunday Team”, which travelled with him. His unorthodox preaching style 

even included doing push-ups while preaching. Billy Graham also made full use 

of publicity techniques for his crusades. Moreover, his organisation produced 

over 100 Christian films and Graham delivered radio broadcasts to up to twenty 

million listeners as well as broadcasting crusades over television networks.  

                                                
73 P. Hodgson, Winds of the Spirit: A Constructive Christian Theology, (London: SCM Press, 1994), p. 
11. 
74 Noll, Scandal, p. 61. 
75 K. Hardman, Charles Grandison Finney: 1792-1875, (Darlington: Evangelical Press, 1990), p. 85. 
76 J. Pollock, Moody Without Sankey, (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1966), p. 113. 
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Furthermore, his newspaper column “My Answer”, begun in 1952, was carried 

by two hundred newspapers in 1975. In 1956 he helped found Christianity 

Today and by 1984 his Decision magazine had a circulation of two million. He 

has also sold far above a million copies of his books.77 Whitefield’s legacy can 

also be seen in Britain today. A search of the membership database of the 

Evangelical Alliance reveals that over 150 media-related organisations are 

listed, whether involving printed literature, non-print media or music.78 The 

Alliance also maintains an online media consultancy service which includes 

web-pages giving advice on involvement with the media and writing press 

releases.79  

 
Evangelicals engaging with major world issues 

 
Contemporary evangelical leaders often take a radical stance on social action, 

politics and popular concerns such as global poverty, the Iraq war, AIDS and 

gay marriage et.al. A prominent example is Dobson’s attention to the emotive 

issue of abortion, often expounded with clear reference to Evangelical faith. A 

search of his organisation’s web-site produced over 5,000 articles relating to the 

subject including both written articles and oral transcripts.80 The UK based 

Society for the Protection of Unborn Children publishes leaflets aimed primarily 

at evangelical Christians, which comprehensively explores the pro-life issues.81 

Through maintaining a black-white stance on abortion, mass publicity and the 

reduction of the issue to fundamental principles, evangelicals emulate 

Whitefield as they aim to stimulate public interest and action on what is 

                                                
77 J. Terry, Evangelism: A Concise History, (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1994), pp. 141 - 168. 
78 Evangelical Alliance Members Database website, accessed at http://www.eauk.org/ 
index.cfm?fuseaction=OrganisationSearch on 28th March, 2006. 
79 Evangelical Alliance Media Consultancy website, accessed at http://www.eauk.org/ 
contentmanager/content/eamc/home.htm on 28th March, 2006.  
80 Focus on the Family website, accessed at http://search.family.org/custom/query.html? 
col=aaafocus&col=pi&col=resource&qt=dobson+-+abortion&charset=iso-8859-1, on 27th March, 2006. 
81 Society for the Protection of Unborn Children, accessed at http://www.spuc.org.uk, on 03rd April, 2006. 
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perceived to be an Evangelical issue. They do this by actively promoting the 

conscience of the individual (in this case does the foetus feel pain) and 

upholding grace, freedom, equality and dignity of all people.  

 
A possible danger of Evangelical faith engaging with such issues is using 

biblicism to bolster uncritical subjective pre-conceived ideas as “evangelicals 

tend to consider as axiomatic that theirs is the quintessential expression of the 

Christian faith”.82 Although it is impossible to be totally objective, I find this a real 

challenge to my own Evangelical identity and belief in Sola Scriptura. I find 

Green helpful that as:-  

Christ puts himself right inside the situation alongside the people’s 
experience, our theology should likewise be indigenous and 
contextual, originating from within the specific experience that 
people themselves have of God and God’s world.83 

 

Evangelicals and church related issues 
 

In this post-Christian age, UK and US Evangelical churches are constantly 

seeking increasingly unorthodox methods in order to attract the public. 

Slaybaugh makes it clear that the latest church building trends of lobby coffee 

bars, designated youth spaces, internet stations and stadium seating occur 

primarily within Evangelical churches.84 Younger generations are dissatisfied 

with institutional religion and do not see the Church as being involved with their 

local community, or indeed as a valuable asset to society. Initiatives such as 

Alpha courses have been successful, but the numbers attending churches are 

still declining. If we consider Whitefield’s preaching style and take the “church” 

out to the people and adapt biblical language into “easy-speak” storytelling then 

                                                
82 R. Letham, “Is Evangelicalism Christian?”, The Evangelical Quarterly, (Vol. LXVII. No. 1, Jan. 1995), 
p. 3.  
83 L. Green, Lets Do Theology, (London: Continuum, 2004), p. 18. 
84 R. Slaybaugh., “Leading the charge” in Church Business, February 2004, accessed at 
http://www.churchbusiness.com/articles/421feat1.html, on 03rd April, 2006.  
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we may see similar revival. After all, it appears that preaching in the NT is 

primarily an activity that took place outside the church.85 Finally, in my own 

ministry, I have developed a style that shares some similarities with Whitefield’s 

I have experimented with drama, music, testimonies and song and write “in a 

nutshell” doctrine for the church newsletter.  

 
Ecclesial identity 

 
I have a special affinity in living out the “teach and tell” aspects of the five 

marks of mission.86 I have really been impressed in discovering Whitefield’s 

example and desire for evangelism and no longer feel I need to apologize for 

my evangelical beliefs, or be ashamed of them. I believe that what the Church 

needs, to halt continuing decline, is genuine activists to deliver “back to basics” 

fundamental teaching and preaching of the Word in an innovative way. This, as 

I am learning to discern the changing religious context around me, is already 

occupying a special place in my own ministry. In secular chaplaincy, for 

example, I quickly realised that a hospital is not the place to pursue an 

evangelistic crusade. In my eagerness to point people to Christ my discipleship 

had to be much more dynamic and bold in developing new strategies. In order 

to focus on human suffering and help patients see that God is with them in their 

suffering I moved away from using Job and began to use other resources such 

as the writings of Julian of Norwich and discovered that her writing was not 

threatening for those seeking the same answers Job sought to his questions.  

Revelations of Divine Love is thoroughly optimistic and may allow people to 

meet with God without proselytising and I have accepted that just because 

people do not talk about God does not mean that God was not meeting then 

                                                
85 S. Olyott, “What Is Evangelism?”, Banner of Truth, (July/August, 1969), p. 1ff. 
86 “The Five Marks of Mission”, The United Reformed Church, accessed at 
http://www.urc.org.uk/5marks, on March 30th, 2006.  
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through my ministry. Perhaps I have learned “patience from patients”, but more 

importantly, trust that God will cause fruit to be borne in the long run, like in the 

parable of the growing seed (Mark 4:26-29).  

 
Trans-denominationalism 

 
Whitefield was particularly instrumental in developing the characteristics of the 

Methodist movement. It was Whitefield, before either John or Charles Wesley, 

who experienced “soul-liberation”, preached in the open-air, realised the 

potential of the Religious Societies which influenced the Methodist model, 

appointed lay preachers, exploited the media, and perceived the spiritual needs 

in the world beyond England.87 Moreover, Whitefield embodied the values of the 

later trans-denominational pan-evangelicalism. Though ordained an Anglican 

priest and the co-founder of Methodism, Whitefield did not represent the 

established church or even the dissenting church but was trans-denominational 

in appeal.88 His work directly affected the history and progress of every major 

Protestant denomination in Britain and the Americas, revealing a universal 

outlook remarkable for its time.89 Whitefield experienced an ‘advanced 

pluralism’ as he entered religious communities whose loyalties were linked with 

local or national history, which he transcended due to his extensive itinerancy 

and his rejection of separatism and even anti-Roman Catholic sentiment.90  

 
 In Britain, Whitefield preached to Anglican, Dissenting and Non-conformist 

assemblies as well as assisting in the early development of the Countess of 

Huntingdon’s Connexion, the English Calvinistic Methodists and Whitefieldites 

and the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists. The English and Scottish Presbyterians, 

                                                
87 A. Belden, George Whitefield: The Awakener, (London: Rockcliffe, 1953), p. 233. 
88 Noll, “Father of Modern Evangelicals?”, p. 44. 
89 Belden, p. 240. 
90 B. Hindmarsh, John Newton and the English Evangelical Tradition, (Oxford: Clarenden Press, 1996), 
p. 321. 
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Independents and Particular Baptists were also profoundly influenced by 

Whitefield’s ministry. It was the non-denominational ideas of Whitefield which 

inspired the British idealist pan-evangelical movement of the nineteenth century. 

The idealists sought to construct societies which would be open to all 

evangelicals.91 Missionary-minded, undogmatic Calvinism, inspired by 

Whitefield, was the doctrinal basis of pan-evangelicalism.92 

 
Within America, Whitefield impacted the Congregational Church of New 

England, Presbyterian Churches of the Middle States, Pennsylvania and New 

Jersey. Distribution of his printed sermons led to the founding of the 

Presbyterian Church in Virginia, which then extended into the South and South-

West.  The founding of the Virginian, Southern and South-Western Baptists can 

also be directly linked to Whitefield. In addition, it is also estimated that 

Whitefield, more than any other man, helped found 150 Congregational 

Churches in less than twenty years.93 Whitefield’s American preaching tours not 

only spread but gave a degree of unity to the Great Awakening.94   

 
It was Whitefield’s monumental trans-denominational efforts which laid the 

foundation for the Evangelical ecumenism of voluntary societies and later 

evangelical leaders, especially Charles Simeon, Dwight Moody and John 

Stott.95  Though Billy Graham was criticised for being liberal because of his work 

with mainline Protestant and Roman Catholic denominations,96 he was actually 

following the Evangelical precedent set by Whitefield. While John Wesley, 

                                                
91 R. Martin, Evangelicals United, (London: Scarecrow Press, 1983), p. 10f; 30. 
92 Martin, p. 9f. 
93 Belden, p. 115f; 240. 
94 K. Latourette, The 19th Century in Europe, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1958), p. 107. 
95 Noll, “Father of Modern Evangelicals?”, p. 44 
96 E. Bynum., “Why we cannot support the Billy Graham Crusade”, Plains Baptist Challenger Tracts, 
accessed at http://bz.llano.net/baptist/billygrahamcrusade.htm, on 05th April, 2006; and B.Oately-Willis., 
“Billy Graham: The Facts”, accessed at http://www.freepres.org pamphlet_ etails.asp?graham_facts, on 
13th April, 2006. 
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despite his original aim, failed to keep the Methodist movement as a force for 

renewal within the Anglican Church, the Evangelicalism which both he and 

Whitefield profoundly influenced, in some respects more than achieved 

Wesley’s goal.  Evangelicalism operates as a source of renewal within existing 

denominations whilst also transcending them. 

 
Evangelical voluntarism 

 
A further feature of Evangelicalism which can be traced to Whitefield’s 

influence is voluntarism. Belden states that Whitefield was the pioneer of 

modern philanthropy.97 The evangelical focus on individual action – outside of 

church, family and social structures – dates back to Whitefield. The substitution 

of the voluntary society for the church was the enduring contribution of the 

Great Awakening.98 Whitefield rejected the nominal and lukewarm 

institutionalised religion. His message called for a New Birth experience, the 

validity of which could be proved by a reformed moral life and voluntary acts.  

Voluntarism, coupled with trans-denominationalism, led to the establishment of 

societies such as the American Education Society (1815), American Tract 

Society (1825), American Peace Society (1828), American Anti-Slavery Society 

(1833) and others.99  

 
In Britain, the Evangelical belief that Christians had a responsibility to “rebuke 

boldly those who sin boldly” was a central theme in Whitefield’s teaching. Such 

concern for public morality was essential in the establishment of voluntary 

societies (i.e. the evangelical London City Mission established in 1830s). It is 

impossible to detail the number of voluntary organisations and their impact on 

society due in part to Whitefield’s emphasis on the moral effects of the New 
                                                
97 Belden, p. 235. 
98 Noll, Scandal, p. 156. 
99 G.Beddell, L.Sandon, C.Wellborn, Religion in America, (New York: MacMillan, 1982), p. 310f. 
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Birth. Suffice to say that Whitefield’s direct and indirect influence touched 

projects as diverse as the Church Missionary Society, The Trade Union 

Movement and British Liberalism.100 In addition, the access afforded by the 

Countess of Huntingdon to aristocratic circles enabled Whitefield to influence 

and even convert some of the nobility – Lord Dartmouth being a significant 

example.  The social and political effects of Whitefield’s preaching amongst the 

British nobility enabled Christian doctrine and its standards of morality to 

influence the English mindset well into the Victorian era.101 Such a legacy 

immeasurably shaped modern society. 

 
6. Conclusion  

 
I have shown that Whitefield had a tremendous impact on religious life in 

Britain and America and particularly on the development of modern 

Evangelicalism. I also suggest that the historical circumstances in which he 

found himself were conducive towards the revivalism he promoted and the 

expansion of religious freedom paved the way for trans-denominationalism and 

the foundation of the voluntary societies. Early influences such as, love for 

acting, the Holy Club and his New Birth experience marked him for life. 

Whitefield’s early preaching not only drew large crowds, but also clerical 

opposition, forcing him to turn to outdoor-preaching – an outrageous concept 

but one inspired by Harris’ example. This resulted in an extensive itinerant 

ministry, preaching to all social classes, drawn to him by reputation and 

publicity, leading to his pivotal role in the Evangelical Awakening and Great 

Awakening. Popularising the direct and simple proclamation of the gospel and 

the exploitation of the media, Whitefield set a precedent for later mass dynamic, 

                                                
100 Belden, pp. 241 - 245. 
101 F. Cook, Selina, Countess of Huntingdon, (Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 2001), pp. 125-128. 
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charismatic evangelists and characterises modern Evangelicalism as a whole in 

its approach to church, culture and media.                                (Word count: 4, 373).                                                   
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